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G-estimation

• Assume that each subject has an underlying 

survival time - i.e. the time they would have 

survived had they never been exposed

• conditional on measured history (past and 

present confounders and past exposure) 

present exposure is independent of this 

e.g. for 2 individuals with identical histories, 

the decision to quit smoking does not depend 

on underlying survival time                   



G-estimation modeling procedure

• Hypothesize relationship between E and 

survival

e.g. E multiplies survival by exp(x)

• Estimate underlying survival for all patients

• Model present exposure as function of past 

history and underlying survival

• choose the x for which exposure is 

independent of underlying survival



G-estimation modeling procedure

• G-estimated survival ratio

the ratio of the survival of a person with 

exposure to that of an identical person with 

no exposure

• G-estimated hazard ratio

if survival distribution is Weibull, can convert 

the g-estimated survival ratio to a hazard 

ratio
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• stgest causvar confvars, …

• Options

– Visit(varlist)  - indexes examinations

– Basevis(real) - number of first visit

– Tcens(varlist) – greatest possible follow up for each person

– Range(numlist) – specified range for g-estimate

– Lagconf(varlist) – variables for which lagged effect is to be 
included

– Baseconf(varlist) – variables for which baseline effect is to 
be included

– Censprob(varlist) – cumulative probability of not being 
censored, if competing risks are present

– Idcens(varlist) – indicator variable for censoring

– Saveres(filename) – save results file 

– Detail – output results of each regression iteration
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A covariate is a time-varying confounder for the 
effect of exposure on outcome if:

1. past covariate values predict current exposure

2. past exposure predicts current covariate value

3. current covariate value predicts outcome

Example:
1. obese (exposed) people with high blood pressure are 

advised to lose weight, so are less likely to be obese in 
future

2. Obesity raises blood pressure 

3. High blood pressure is a risk factor for death

Standard survival analyses with time-updated 
exposure effects will give biased estimates in the 
presence of time-varying confounding



Results of g-estimation

Exposure G-estimated ratio 
(95% CI) 

 
 
Smoking 

 
0.71 (0.42 to 1.04) 

 
Fibrinogen 

 
0.68 (0.50 to 0.88) 

 
High systolic BP 

 
0.82 (0.66 to 1.04) 

 

 



21 December 2001





24 May 2002



. stgest cursmok Agegrp* fibrin hearta gout highbp diabet chol cholsq 

bpsyst bpdias obese thin,

visit(visit) firstvis(2)

lagconf(cursmok fibrin hearta gout highbp diabet chol cholsq bpsyst

bpdias obese thin)

baseconf(fibrin hearta gout highbp cursmok chol cholsq diabet bpsyst

bpdias obese thin)

lasttime(mienddat) range(-2 2) saveres(caergestsmoknocens) replace

causvar: cursmok

visit: visit

Range: -2 2, rnum: 2

Search method: interval bisection

-2.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.25 0.13 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 

0.38 0.31 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 -1.00 -0.50 -0.25 -0.13 -0.06

-0.03 -0.02 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 

savres: caergestsmoknocens

G estimate of psi for cursmok: 0.239 (95% CI -0.001 to 0.368)

Causal survival time ratio for cursmok: 0.787 (95% CI 0.692 to 1.001)
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. weibull _t cursmok Agegrp* hearta gout highbp diabet fibrin chol 

cholsq bpsyst bpdias obese thin B* L* if visit>=2, dead(_d) t0(_t0) hr

_t | Haz. Ratio  Std Err    z   P>|z|    [95% Conf. Interval]

--------+---------------------------------------------------------

cursmok |   1.01690  .2083929  0.08  0.935    .6805221    1.519549

(rest of output omitted)

. gesttowb

g-estimated hazard ratio 1.28 ( 1.00 to  1.47)



Future work and (we hope) 

collaboration

• Implement MSMs in Stata

• Effect of cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. smoking, 

fibrinogen) and anti-hypertensives in Caerphilly 

study

• Effect of treatments (e.g. anti-hypertensives, anti-

platelet agents) on stroke recurrence using South 

London Stroke Register



Future work and (we hope) 

collaboration

• Causal effect of HAART

– When to start

– Effect of different drug combinations

– Will require large collaborations between cohorts

– Aim to build on an existing collaboration between 13 

cohorts involving 12500 patients starting HAART





Why use treatment of HIV as an 

example?
• Extremely strong confounding by indication

– CD4 count (and other factors) strongly determine start of 

treatment

– CD4 count (and the same other

factors) are very strongly prognostic

– HIV cohort studies did an excellent

job recording the confounders (the

prognostic factors that predicted

whether individuals started therapy)

The crude mortality rate ratio for zidovudine was

3.6 (95% CI 3.0–4.3)8 After controlling for baseline CD4 count 

and other covariates using standard methods, the RR 

decreased to 2.3 (95% CI 1.9–2.8). Using a marginal structural 

Cox model, the mortality rate ratio was 0.7 (95% CI 0.6–1.0).
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Marginal structural models for 

causal inference

• Introduced by Robins et al. (1999)

• Stage 1: estimate each subject’s probability being 

treated at each time, using logistic regression

• Stage 2: use these to derive inverse probability 

of treatment weights – defined as the inverse of 

each subject’s probability of his or her treatment 

history at each time



IPT weights

Notation:

A(k) = indicator for treatment at time k

L(k) = value of the vector of risk factors at time k

= treatment and covariate histories up

to time (k-1)
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Derived by estimating Pr(A(k)=1) using a pooled 

logistic regression model (equivalent to a Cox model).



Stabilised weights

Problem: large variation in the iptw weights lead to wide 

confidence intervals

Solution: stabilised weights
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V = vector of time-independent covariates (included in L(0))



Censoring

Censoring is dealt with in an analogous way:
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Marginal structural model

• Can be considered to be a causal model, in the sense that 

it compares what happens given your treatment history, to 

what would have happened in other situations

– analogous to conducting an RCT each month, among patients 

still  not on HAART

• Assumption: no unmeasured confounders
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• Pooled logistic regression (equivalent to a Cox model), 

controlling for baseline covariates and baseline hazard, 

weighted by stabilised weights



These days I can explain the 

problem using DAGs



C on the causal pathway

If we control for C, we will estimate only the direct effect of T on D

T D

C



C on the causal pathway

In addition, controlling for C may induce confounding

T D

C

U



Dealing with time-varying treatments

32

Start of

follow up

End of

follow up
NSAID 1 NSAID 2No NSAID



Time-varying confounding
(confounder-treatment feedback)

• Even in the absence of unmeasured confounding factors, 

standard methods for estimating the causal effect of time-

varying treatments on survival are biased when 

– there exists a time-varying risk factor for survival that also predicts 

subsequent treatment, and

– past treatment history predicts subsequent risk factor level



Time-varying confounding
(confounder-treatment feedback)

• Even in the absence of unmeasured confounding factors, 

standard methods for estimating the causal effect of time-

varying treatments on survival are biased when 

– there exists a time-varying risk factor for survival that also predicts 

subsequent treatment, and

– past treatment history predicts subsequent risk factor level

T(0)

U

C(1) T(1) D(2)C(0)



Time-varying confounding
(confounder-treatment feedback)

• Even in the absence of unmeasured confounding factors, 

standard methods for estimating the causal effect of time-

varying treatments on survival are biased when 

– there exists a time-varying risk factor for survival that also predicts 

subsequent treatment, and

– past treatment history predicts subsequent risk factor level

T(0)

U

C(1) T(1) D(2)C(0)



0.05 0.1 0.25 0.5 1

Unweighted model,no covariates

Unweighted model, baseline

and time-varying covariates

Unweighted model,

baseline covariates

Weighted model,

baseline covariates (MSM)

Compared to no treatment 



2009 US Guidelines

• In this updated version of the guidelines, the Panel 

recommends earlier initiation of antiretroviral therapy 

with the following specific recommendations:

• ART should be initiated in all patients with a history of 

AIDS or with CD4 count <350 cells/mm3

• ART is recommended for patients with CD4 counts 

between 350 and 500 cells/mm3

– The Panel was divided on the strength of this 

recommendation: 55% of Panel members for strong 

recommendation and 45% for moderate recommendation

• For patients with CD4 counts >500 cells/mm3, 50% of 

Panel members favor starting ART; the other 50% of 

members view treatment as optional in this setting
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451-550

Probability of AIDS or death in ART-naïve AIDS-
free non-IDU patients starting cART after 1998
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From complicated algebra to a 

simple approach

• What is the randomized trial whose effect we wish to 

mimic using observational data? 

– Eligible participants

– Experimental intervention

– Comparator intervention

– Outcome

– Analysis plan



Time (months)

Regimen 1
(initiate within 

3 months of

CD4 <500)

Regimen 2
(initiate within 

3 months of

CD4 <350)

0 2 6 8

Individual 1

CD4 count 450540

Start ART

Uncensored
Censored at 

2 months

Individual 2

CD4 count 450540

Start ART
Censored at

3 months

Censored at

5 months

Individual 3

CD4 count 300540

Start ART

Uncensored Uncensored

Follow up before CD4 <500 Follow up before initation Follow up after initiation

4

Follow-up for three 

hypothetical individuals



Time (months)

Regimen 1
(initiate within 

3 months of

CD4 <500)

Regimen 2
(initiate within 

3 months of

CD4 <350)

0 2 6 8

Individual 1

CD4 count 450540

Start ART

Uncensored
Censored at 

2 months

Individual 2

CD4 count 450540

Start ART
Censored at

3 months

Censored at

5 months

Individual 3

CD4 count 300540

Start ART

Uncensored Uncensored

Follow up before CD4 <500 Follow up before initation Follow up after initiation

To avoid bias, we need to:

• start follow up for each individual at the time they 

are eligible for a regimen (as in an RCT)

• include individuals’ follow up in all the regimen 

groups with which their follow up is consistent

• use inverse probability weighting to correct for the 

artificial censoring

• include all events (regardless of whether they had 

started ART at the time of the event)

Follow-up for three 

hypothetical individuals



The HIV-CAUSAL 
Collaboration

Annals of Internal Medicine
2011; 154: 509-515

– Find the optimal CD4 
cell count at which to 
initiate cART

– AIDS or death: 
Initiation at 500 better 
than 450 cells/mm3

– Death alone: similar for 
initiation at 300-500 
cells/mm3





Erythropoiesis-stimulating agent (ESA) 

therapy for treating anaemia among 

haemodialysis patients

Haemoglobin

ESA dose

Death

TIME

Haemoglobin

• Anaemia is common in 

patients with chronic 

kidney disease (CKD)

• It is measured by 

blood haemoglobin (Hb) 

levels

• ESAs with iron 

supplementation are the 

main treatment



Timeline of publications

RCTs in patients with CKD not yet on dialysis led to safety concerns 

over higher Hb targets, because of an increased risk of stroke

Renal 

Association 3rd

guidelines: Hb

>100 g/L with 

no maximum

2005   2006    2007   2008   2009    2010   2011   2012   2013

CHOIR and 

CREATE 

trials 

published

TREAT 

trial 

published

Renal 

Association 4th

guidelines: 

Hb 105-125 g/L

KDIGO 

guidelines: 

ESAs should 

not be used to 

maintain Hb

above 115 g/L
NICE 

guideline 

114:

Hb 100-

120 g/L

Renal Association 5th

guidelines (final 

version published:

target Hb 100-120 g/L

NICE clinical 

guideline 39: 

Hb 105-125 g/L



Mean Hb levels over time with 95% 

CIs, in haemodialysis patients
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Motivation

• There is a risk that the current treatment guidelines 

may prevent patients without major co-morbidity from 

receiving the maximum benefit from treatment. 

• Unlikely to be new RCTs at present.

• Estimating the effect of ESAs on survival in 

observational studies requires careful measurement 

of and appropriate adjustment for confounding as a 

result of time-varying haemoglobin levels and other 

factors that determine subsequent ESA dose. 



Data requirements for this project

Circles represent Hb and the dashed vertical lines indicate ESA dose changes

• Hb results from every blood test, with dates

• Every ESA dose change, with dates

• Example for the same individual patient as previous slide:
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Trial with different Hb targets

• Eligibility criteria: people on haemodialysis for at least 3 

months and on EPO

• Exclusions: people who, at the start of their eligibility, have a 

high ESA dose (≥120 darbepoetin units/week) and low Hb

(<80 g/L)

• Comparison groups: 

Group 1: lower target=95 g/L, upper target=115 g/L 

Group 2: lower target=105 g/L, upper target=125 g/L



Protocol

What is the current Hb (g/L)?

< lower target                             within target                                 > upper target

Within 

intervention 

threshold: 

‘acceptable’ dose 

changes allowed*

Was dose 

increased last 

month?

Yes                No

Was dose 

decreased last 

month?

Yes               No

Increase 

dose*

Decrease 

dose*

Was Hb raised by least 

10g/L compared to the 

Hb prior to dose change?

Yes                  No

No change 

in dose

Increase 

dose*

Was Hb lowered by least 

10g/L compared to the 

Hb prior to dose change?

Yes                  No

No change 

in dose

Decrease 

dose*

* See separate table for acceptable dose changes
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Conclusions
• Randomized trials provide a reference point for causal 

inference

• Making causal inferences from observational data requires 

strong and untestable assumptions

– To avoid these assumptions, you should conduct a trial

• There is no magical method for making causal inferences
– Stratification

– Standardization

– Regression models

– Propensity scores

– Marginal structural models, g-computation, g-estimation, TMLE

• The start point is the trial you’d like to mimic using 

observational data

– Specifying the target trial requires discussion with clinical colleagues, 

and can be surprisingly challenging


